As a generalization of intuitionistic fuzzy sets, neutrosophic sets (NSs) can be better handle the incomplete, indeterminate and inconsistent information, which have attracted the widespread concerns for researchers. In this paper, some new aggregation operators are proposed under single-valued neutrosophic environment. Firstly, the definition and operational laws of single-valued neutrosophic numbers (SVNNs) are introduced. Then, the single-valued neutrosophic power average (SVNPA) operator and the single-valued neutrosophic power weighted average (SVNPWA) operator are developed, and some properties of SVNPWA operator are also analyzed. Furthermore, a method for solving multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM) problems is explored based on the power aggregation operators and cosine similarity measures. Finally, an illustrative example is shown to verify the effectiveness and practicality of the proposed method.
Introduction
In the real world, the decision-making problems with incomplete or inaccurate information are difficult to be precisely expressed by decision-makers. Under these circumstances, Zadeh [1] firstly proposed the theory of fuzzy sets (FSs), where the membership degree is presented using a crisp value between zero and one, have been applied successfully in many different fields. However, FSs only have a membership and lack non-membership degree. In order to solve the problem, Atanassov [1] proposed the intuitionistic fuzzy sets (IFSs), which is an extension of Zadeh's FSs. IFSs have been widely extended and got more attention in solving MCDM problems [3] .
Although the theories of FSs and IFSs have been generalized, it can not handle all kinds of uncertainties in many cases. The indeterminate information and inconsistent information existing commonly in the real world can not be deal with by FSs and IFSs. For example, during a voting process, forty percent vote "yes", thirty percent vote "no", twenty percent are not sure, and ten percent give up. This issue is beyond the scope of IFSs, which cannot distinguish the information between unsure and giving up. Therefore, on the basis of IFSs, Smarandache [9] introduced neutrosophic logic and neutrosophic sets (NSs) by adding an independent indeterminacy-membership. Then, the aforementioned example can be expressed as x(0.4,0.2,0.3) with respect to NSs. Moreover, true-membership, indeterminacy-membership and falsemembership in NSs are completely independent, whereas the uncertainty is dependent on the true-membership and false-membership in IFSs. So the notion of NSs is more general and overcomes the aforementioned issues.
From scientific or engineering point of view, the neutrosophic set and set-theoretic operators will be difficult to apply in the real application without specific description.
Euclidean distances between INSs, and proposed the similarity measures between INSs based on
the relationship between similarity measures and distances. Liu [18] proposed some Hamacher aggregation operators for the interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy numbers. Peng [19] defined multi-valued NSs, and discussed operations based on Einstein. Liu [20] proposed the concept of the interval neutrosophic hesitant fuzzy set, presented the operations and developed generalized hybrid weighted aggregation operators.
Information aggregation is very important in MCDM and MCGDM problems, so various aggregation operators have been proposed and developed in the past years. Yager [21] and Xu [22] proposed weighted arithmetic average operator and weighted geometric average operator, which are two of the most common operators. Zhao [23] developed generalized aggregation operators for intuitionistic fuzzy sets (IFSs). The NSs is an extension of IFSs, so it is significant meaningful to research the aggregation operators for NSs. However, until to now, there are a few researches on aggregation operators for SVNSs, and apply them to decision-making problems. Many traditional aggregation operators do not consider the relationship of different input arguments in the decision process. Yager [24] firstly defined the power average operator which makes the arguments support each other. Xu [25] introduced the power geometric operator. Zhou [26] developed a generalized power average operator. Liu [27] defined intuitionistic trapezoidal fuzzy power generalized aggregation operator. However, power average operators have not been applied to handle MCDM problems under single-valued neutrosophic environment. Therefore, the aim of the paper is to develop single-valued neutrosophic power average aggregation operators. Meanwhile, we will discuss its properties, such as idempotency, commutativity.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce some concepts and operations of SVNS. New power aggregation operators for SVNN are defined, and some properties are discussed in Section 3. Section 4 establishes the detail decision method for multi-criteria decision making based on the proposed operators under single-valued neutrosophic fuzzy information environment. Section 5 presents an illustrative example according to our method. Finally, the main conclusions of this paper are summarized in Section 6.
Preliminaries
In this Section, some concepts and definitions with respect to SVNs are introduced, which will be utilized in the remainder of the paper. Definition 1 [8] . Let X be a universe of discourse, with a generic element in 
Definition 2 [9] . Let X be a universe of discourse, with a generic element in
.A SVNS is an instance of a NS, and simplified neutrosophic set (SNS) is a subclass of NS, so SVNS is also an special case of SNS. For convenience, we can use ) , , (
to represent an element in SVNS, and call it a single-valued neutrosophic number (SVNN). The set of all SVNNs is represented as SVNNS.
Definition 3 [13] .Let ) , , (
be two SVNNs, then operational relations are defined as follows: x and y can be defined as follows: can be defined as follows:
The Single-Valued Neutrosophic Power Aggregation Operators
In this Section, the power aggregation operators of SVNNs are defined, and some properties are discussed.
is the support for i a and j a .The properties are as follows:
(1)
is the distance between i a and j a . The smaller distance is, the more they support each other. 
Power Weighted Average Operator
is the support for i A and j A , then the following conditions are true. 
Proof. The proof can be done by using the mathematical induction. For simplicity,
(1) when n=2,then 
(2) when n=k, by applying Equation (5), we get
(3) when n=k+1,by applying Equation (6) and (7), we can get 
Therefore, considering these results, we can get Equation (5) 
Then the aggregated result using the SVNPA operator is still a SVNN.
The SVNPWA operator has the following properties. 
Boundedness:
be three collections of SVNNs. If for all j,
The Multi-Criteria Decision-Making Method Based on the SVNPWA Operator
In this Section, we will use the SVNPWA operator to deal with the multi-criteria decision-making problems under the single-valued neutrosophic environment, where the alternative values are in the form of SVNNs and the criteria weights are in the form of crisp values. In multi-criteria decision-making problems, to obtain the ranking order of each alternative, we need to calculate the cosine similarity measure between an i t
The bigger the similarity measure value is, the better the alternative is. Then, the alternatives can be ordered and the best alternative can be identified.
Finally, we can have the following decision-making procedure for the MCDM problems.
Step1: Utilize the SVNPWA operator expressed by Equation (5) to calculate the comprehensive evaluation value of each alternative..
Step2: Utilize the cosine similarity measure expressed by Equation (2) to calculate the similarity of each alternative and the ideal alternative.
Step3: Give the ranking order of all alternatives based on the obtained measure values.
Step4: Get the best alternative and the worst alternative.
Illustrative Example
In this Section, an example of MCDM problems is presented in order to demonstrate the effectiveness and application of the mentioned decision-making method.
We will cite an example adapted from Ye [13] . There is an investment company, which wants to invest a sum of money in the best option. There is a panel with four possible alternatives for investing the money: (1) 1 A is a car company; (2) 2 A is a food company; (3) 3 A is a computer company; (4) 4 A is an arms company. The investment company must take a decision based on the following three criteria, which are denoted by
C is the risk analysis; (2) 2 C is the growth analysis; (3) 3 C is the environmental impact analysis. Then, the weight vector of the criteria is given by
The evaluation value of an alternative related to a criterion is obtained from the questionnaire of an expert. For example, when we ask the opinion of an expert about an alternative under the criterion, he or she may say that the possibility in which the statement is good is 0.3,and the statement is poor is 0.5, and the degree in which he or she is not sure is 0. 
D
To solve this problem, the computational steps are shown as follows:
Conclusions
In real situations, the information given by decision maker is often incomplete, inconsistent, and indeterminate. The single-valued neutrosophic set is an extension of traditional fuzzy set. Because SVNS can handle all above information, SVNS is more suitable for real scientific and engineering application. Power operator as an important aggregation operator can consider the relationship of different input arguments in the decision process. Therefore, in this paper, we proposed the SVNPA and SVNPWA operators under the single-valued neutrosophic environments. Moreover, some properties of the operator were provided in detail. Then, a MCDM method was established according to the proposed operators. Finally, an illustrative example was presented in order to demonstrate the effectiveness and application of the proposed method. The result shows that the multi-criteria decision-making method using power aggregation operators for single-valued neutrosophic sets is more practical.
In the future, we will study some new aggregation operators under neutrosophic environments, and give the application of the proposed operator to the other fields.
